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INTRODUCTION  

______ 

The C4D Network is a global community of professionals 

working in communication for development (C4D). We are a 

membership-based Network with members based in 

academia, media, donor agencies, NGOs, the UN, the public 

and private sector as well as independent consultants. We 

work together online and offline by enabling members to 

share knowledge and experiences through social 

networking, special events and country meet-ups.  

 

MISSION 
The mission of the C4D Network is to support those working 

in the field of communication for development and to 

support the increased effectiveness and impact of 

communication for development, as a sector and area of 

practice, for the achievement of international development 

and human rights goals.   
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AIMS 
The C4D Network aims to achieve its mission by: 

Building C4D Community:  Connecting and networking 

people and institutions that are engaging with 

communication for development around the world. 

Building C4D Knowledge: Exchanging and sharing the latest 

communication for development news, events, resources 

and thinking. 

Building C4D Capacity: Supporting learning and capacity 

development for C4D professionals and institutions around 

the world.  
 

PRINCIPLES 
We ascribe to the C4D principles of participation, social 

justice and equity. In addition, the Network is based on a 

principle of inclusivity – as a professional network new 

membership is vetted, however the Network aims for all C4D 

enthusiasts to feel at home and welcome; whether highly 

experienced consultants or newly emerging talent. The free 

membership option is there to ensure that cost is not a 

barrier to participation.  
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NETWORK STRUCTURE 

______ 

The Network is a Founder organisation that seeks to 

become a member-led organisation. It is presently managed 

by a Secretariat, and new representative systems are being 

developed for member-led management.  

C4D NETWORK SECRETARIAT 
The C4D Network Secretariat Team are based in Oxford and 

Vienna and support the Network through online and offline 

coordination, events organising, curating information and 

sharing resources. 

Jackie Davies is the Founder of the C4D Network, responsible 

for partnerships, business development and training. 

Nicola Sutherland is the Editor of the C4D Network, 

responsible for the content and membership management. 

Edwar Hanna is Programme Manager of the C4D Network, 

responsible for projects and consultancies. 

Becky Boumelha is Administrator of the C4D Network, 

responsible for office and financial administration. 

The Secretariat provides guidance and support for evolving 

Country Chapters, and it provides central promotions and 

membership communication. To reach the team contact 

admin@c4d.org.  

mailto:admin@c4d.org
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GLOBAL MANAGEMENT TEAM 
In 2017 the C4D Network will start to be managed by a Global 

Management Team which will consist of nominated 

representatives from constituted country chapters plus 

representatives of the Secretariat. This will be through a 

monthly group Skype call. Reps from emerging and 

formalising country chapters will be welcome to attend as 

observers. Network associates will also begin to be part of 

the structure. The Global Management Team will make 

decisions about the global administration and management 

of the Network. 

ADVISORY TEAM 
The interim Members Executive Committee that was 

established in 2015 has been retired and will be 

reconstituted as an Advisory team once more, with 

representation from the great and the good the C4D 

community to guide the strategy and developments of the 

Network. We thank all participating members.  

ASSOCIATES & PARTNERS BOARD 
In 2017 the C4D Network will also begin more regular 

communication with and amongst Associate institutions, and 

will have an annual gathering of Associates and strategic 

partners – for mutual information sharing as well as to 

strategize about ways forward as a community of C4D 

practitioners.    
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NETWORK COUNTRY CHAPTERS 
Country Chapters are national level parts of the C4D Network. 

They are a group, comprising of individual Network Members and 

institutional Associates in-country. 

Country Chapters are self-organising groups that organise events 

and coordinate amongst Network members in-country.  

Generally, Chapter events consist of networking events where 

members get together informally; some Chapters also organise 

talks, screenings and other initiatives.  

Each Chapter’s Coordination Team is responsible for the activities 

of each Country Chapter, and for the alignment of the Country 

Chapter with the values and principals of the Network.  

Every new member is registered on the Network with a 'base' 

country, generally where they are located. However, any Member 

or Associate is also welcome to join any other country chapter in 

interested in following C4D developments in that country.  
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GLOBAL C4D MAPPING STUDY 
At the end of 2016 and start of 2017 the Network conducted its 

first Global C4D Mapping Study – a 50 country mapping of ‘C4D 

Where You Are’. The findings of this Study are the result of over 16 

special Network Country Chapter Meet-Ups, and responses to a 

country-specific online surveys in English, French and Spanish.  

Summary of Key Findings   

▪ The most significant C4D approaches that are used are 

behaviour change and advocacy; followed by media 

development, social change communication and social 

mobilisation.  

▪ C4D contributes to many different programme areas or 

themes in development, as determined by country context; 

key areas are health, education, and agriculture.  

▪ Many varied C4D areas (strategies, channels and tools) are 

used; and while social media and broadcasting are 

dominant channels, approaches and strategies are highly 

varied, but with a prioritising of participatory and 

edutainment methods.   

▪ The words ‘communication for development’ are not 

always useful as a name for this field. 

▪ The engagement with C4D by donors, government and 

organisations is unclear or mixed.  

▪ C4D is often invisible and unnamed but it is present ‘on the 

ground’. 
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NETWORK ACTIVITY  

______ 
The Network seeks to support the communication for 

development sector by providing resources and signposting 

to relevant information and knowledge, as well as by 

facilitating professional linkages and networking around the 

world.  

C4D NETWORK ONLINE  
In 2017 we have totally overhauled the Network website 

and now have a platform that gives all users clearer 

navigation to all the resources, information and networking 

interactivity across the Network.  

C4D knowledge: On the site you can find background about 

C4D as a field of practice. The new site ably continues the 

Network’s work in presenting and signposting relevant C4D 

news, events and resources. You can also investigate C4D 

through the perspective of development themes and 

programme areas. 

C4D Network information: the site also provides background 

about Network membership and joining, and about 

organisational structure and our Secretariat team.  

Network membership: Through the Network world map on 

the site you can search the globe for Members, Associates 

and Country Chapters;  
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Case Studies: A new feature being developed in 2017 is the 

Network’s database of C4D case studies – initially innovative 

HIV/AIDS communications case studies from our new project 

with UNAIDS, the C4D & Peace case studies identified 

through our partnership with UNICEF, and then adding on an 

on-going basis C4D examples put forward by Members and 

Associates.  

Newsletters: You can sign-up for our quarterly Network e-

newsletter that provides an update about happenings across 

the Network and latest developments in our C4D community. 

Subscribed Plus Members have the option to receive the 

weekly 'C4D News & Resources' e-newsletter, incorporating 

the C4D Twitter Trawl, and the weekly 'C4D Jobs' e-

newsletter. 

 

C4D NETWORK MEET-UPS  
The Network believes that face-to-face communication is 

often the best, and this goes for building our C4D 

community as well.  

So, the Network has always accentuated local meet-ups, 

where individual Members and representatives of Associate 

institutions can meet ‘where you are’.  

Every year the Network Challenge challenges the 

membership to organise gatherings around the world, to 

meet each other and find connections and mutual support in 

C4D work.  
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C4D NETWORK SPECIAL EVENTS 
The Network facilitates global, regional and national events. 

The Network organises special events, such as World Radio 

Day with SOAS Radio in London, and the C4D Audio Visual 

Festival; and in 2017 more regional special events are 

envisaged, as well as more content support for national 

events.  

C4D NETWORK PROJECTS  
The Network runs several global and regional projects. In 

2017 these include:  

Social Media Skills for Youth:  This project is focused on 

supporting the 'C4D for entrepreneurship' capacity of 

more than 200 Syrian youth, in partnership with UNICEF 

Syria. 

ICT in HIV/AIDS Programming: This project is focused on 

universal access to content, research results and the 

technology behind successful ICT projects that exist for 

the prevention and treatment of HIV. 
 

C4D NETWORK CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT  
The Network offers a range of training and capacity 

services. In the second half of 2017 the Network will restart 

its programme of webinars bout C4D themes; a developing 

suite of topics will be offered, in English, Arabic, French and 

Spanish. In addition, a new blended-learning ‘C4D 

Practitioners’ course will be launched.  
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NETWORK SUPPORT SERVICES  
Members and Associates can take advantage of 

Network support services in recruitment, C4D 

Service Provider linking, and in C4D training and 

consultancy. 

Recruitment: You can place consultancy and job 

ads free of charge on the Network. 

Service Providers: You can profile yourself as a C4D Service 

Provider - helping other Members and Associates find you 

when required for consultancies and jobs. You can also 

access the Service Providers database as a seeker, to find the 

C4D talent that you require – searchable by C4D areas of 

expertise, development themes, country and language 

knowledge and many other relevant fields.  (Launching in 

May). 

Capacity Development: You can take part in Network-

facilitated training: such as joining webinars, attending 

workshop trainings or commissioning customised C4D 

capacity development for your institution. 

Consultancy: You can commission experienced C4D 

consultants for consultancy assignments through our 

strategic partnership with the C4D Support company. 

For more information about Support Services see the website 

at www.c4d.org, or contact admin@c4d.org.  

  

http://www.c4d.org/
mailto:admin@c4d.org
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JOINING THE NETWORK 

______ 

You can join the Network as either an 

individual or an institution. 

 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP  
Individual members join as free or 'plus' members (and it is 

also possible to upgrade to plus membership at any time).  

The benefits of being a free member are: i) membership 

profile, ii) connection with other members globally iii) 

participation in country chapter and thematic groups, and iv) 

access to resources and current information. 

Plus, members pay a small subscription fee that helps to keep 

the Network going and in return receive additional member 

benefits.  

The benefits of being a ‘plus’ member are as per free 

members plus: i) access to the Service Providers database, ii) 

email delivery of newsletters straight to your inbox, iii) direct 

communication with other members, iv) the option to be 

involved in leadership on the Network, and v) discounts on 

services. 
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INSTITUTIONAL ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP  
Associates on the Network are institutions who are engaged 

in communication for development; these may be university 

faculties and other training institutions, or they may be UN 

agencies, international NGOs, regional and national 

organisations and community organisations; Associates may 

be public sector institutions as well as private sector 

businesses, networks of organisations active in this field are 

also welcomed as Associates.  

The benefits of being an Associate include institutional profile 

across the Network, hosting and sponsorship roles, and 

access to the Service Providers database. Associates sponsor 

‘Plus’ membership for associated personnel; this may be 

students and faculty for universities and staff and volunteers 

for organisations, and secretariat staff for networks. 

RATES 
Individual Rate: The subscription rates for ‘plus’ 

membership is the equivalent of £30 per annum. There is a 

50% reduction for concessions. Concessions include students 

and individuals resident in low income countries (by OECD 

classification).  

Associate Rate: The subscription rate for institutional 

Associate membership in 2017 is the equivalent of £600 per 

annum. There is a 50% reduction for concessions. 

Concessions include universities, organisations with less than 

5 staff, and institutions registered in middle and low income 

countries (by OECD classification).   
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GETTING INVOLVED IN THE NETWORK 

______ 

As an individual Member or Associate institution, you can 

get involved across the Network in various ways; from 

simply sharing news and content to volunteering online and 

off-line, helping to develop your country chapter, mentoring 

emerging C4D talent, or sponsoring Network activities and 

advertising your C4D services and opportunities. 

Engaging: Members sharing and exchanging knowledge and 

learning is the lifeblood of the Network so do engage. There 

are many ways to do so - and we would love to hear from 

you about additional ideas - these include sharing C4D news 

and resources via the Network's social media platforms or by 

emailing content to info@c4d.org 

Volunteering: You can volunteer on an ‘ad-hoc’ basis – 

contributing when and how you can; perhaps suggesting an 

article you would like to write, or an interview or book 

review; perhaps organising an event or lobbying for C4D in 

your context. You can also volunteer on a more ‘core’ basis – 

becoming one of the core volunteers who are looking after 

Network content or membership areas; this may take the 

form of editorial for a thematic group and supporting 

knowledge-sharing around our projects, or it may be 

communicating with other members about events and 

research such as the annual Network Challenge and C4D 

country mapping. 

mailto:info@c4d.org
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Supporting Country Coordination: You can be part of the 

Coordination Team for your country chapter, or you could 

support your Team through other types of voluntary activity - 

such as helping with events, or hosting the chapter. 

Mentoring: You can mentor emerging C4D talent, and play a 

role in building capacity in C4D both online and offline, 

globally and locally. 

Sponsoring: You can sponsor Network events and initiatives; 

raising your organisational profile amongst national and 

international parts of the Network. 

Donating: You can make donations to the Network, on the 

global or country level; these would gratefully be received 

and can include equipment and supplies, venues and 

refreshments for events, and cash donations. 

Other ideas: There may be other ideas out there that are 

not listed here, let’s be creative; we want to hear from you 

about ideas for all sorts of types of engagement and activity. 

For more on any of these ‘get involved’ options please see 

the website at www.c4d.org or contact admin@c4d.org.  

 

  

http://www.c4d.org/
mailto:admin@c4d.org
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QUARTERLY THEMES & SCHEDULE 

______ 

2017 QUARTERLY THEMES 
 

Quarter 1 (Jan-March ’17): C4D & Digital Innovations 

Quarter 2 (April-June ’17): C4D & Economic 

Empowerment 

Quarter 3 (July-Sept ’17): C4D & Urban Development 

Quarter 4 (Oct-Dec ’17): C4D & Creativity 

 

2017 MONTHLY SCHEDULE 
 

January: Network – Global C4D Mapping research  

February: Network – World Radio Day special event; 

Secretariat team with Network in Spain, Spanish meet-up  

March: Network – Inaugural Network meet-up in Lebanon; 

launch of new Network website; launch of Peace Series; 

launch of Yearbook 

April: Network – Partner workshop with FAO in Rome & 

special Italian Network meet-up; partners workshop with 

Belgium Development Agency (BTC) in Brussels and special 

Belgium Network meet-up  
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May: Network – Launch of Service Providers initiative.  

Launch of Global Team board with representatives of 

Network Country Chapters; Network Advisory Board kick-off 

meeting 

June: Network – C4D & Economic Empowerment special 

event; Associates and Partners Board kick-off meeting 

July: East & Southern Africa C4D special events; C4D 

Learning: Network training of trainers (ToT)  

August: Network – Secretariat vacation; C4D Learning: 

Network training of trainers (ToT)  

September: C4D & Urban Development special event; C4D 

Learning: C4D Practitioner Course & webinars (in English, 

Arabic, French, & Spanish) 

October: South Asia C4D Special event; C4D Learning: C4D 

Practitioner Course & webinars (in English, Arabic, French, & 

Spanish) 

November: C4D Academic Symposium special event; Global 

Network Challenge & Global C4D Mapping research; C4D 

Learning: Network capacity building programme continued - 

C4D Practitioner Course & webinars (in English, Arabic, 

French, & Spanish) 

December: C4D Creativity Festival special event  
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NETWORK FACTS 

______ 

NETWORK ENTITY 
The C4D Network is a register not-for-profit organisation 

(registered in England and Wales as a limited company by 

guarantee, non-disbursements; company number 07734410, 

incorporated August 2011). 

NETWORK FUNDING  
As a membership-based organisation the C4D Network is not 

centrally funded. The Network has a subscription-based 

financial model with members having the option to subscribe 

as a ‘plus’ member to support the Network and gain 

additional benefits. Associate subscriptions forms the 

foundation of the funding source.  

The Network does not fund new Country Chapters; however, 

Chapters can fundraise for their own activities – projects and 

events. As an organised community of C4D people in a 

country there is potential to pursue country-level fundraising 

and other initiatives. However, Chapter activities will in 

principle always be free to participants, or minimal cost, 

because unrestricted networking and C4D knowledge-sharing 

is a central aim of the Network.  
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NETWORK ENDNOTES 

______ 

 

 

 

Thank you to all the members of the C4D Network for 

supporting its development over the past ten years. A wide 

range of people have tirelessly advised and worked on the 

evolution of the Network - from small beginnings as a 

consultants’ lunch group to the present global network of 

over 3,000 C4D people, with emerging country chapters 

and strong collaborative energy and great potential. 

Onwards and upwards. Best  


